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British Flyball Association 

 
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting 

 
Held on Sunday 1st April 2007 at Wythall Community Hall, Birmingham. 

 
1. The Chairman opened the Meeting at 10.25hrs, welcomed those present (103 in number) and 

thanked everyone for coming. 

2. Apologies - were received from Wayne & Alison O’ Rourke, Theresa Chamberlain, Graham & 
Pam Nye, Alison Booth, Nigel Bouckley. 

3. Minutes of last AGM – 2nd April 2006 - copies had been distributed to all Team Captains, Head 
Judges, Regional Representatives and Officers with the revised copy of the BFA Rules and 
Policies, and had been made available on the Website for all other interested parties at that time. 
They were therefore approved as a true record without a further reading. 

Proposed by:  Val Currie                   Seconded by: Maria Brennan 

Reports were then presented for 2006/2007 by: 

 The Chairman: Chris Fulford 

May I extend a warm welcome from the BFA Committee to all members attending today’s 
meeting. 
Today’s meeting sees some very contentious issues being discussed, and I sincerely hope we can 
come to some sensible decisions on issues that will shape our association for years to come. Please 
consider each proposal carefully and judge whether that proposal will benefit the association in 
future years before casting your vote either way. It really doesn’t matter who the proposer is, it’s 
the content and benefits of the proposal that matters. 
Today’s AGM as with all other AGM’s past are only made possible by the hard work and 
dedication of BFA Committees and officers, this year is no exception. Firstly I must thank Penny 
for not only organising this meeting and all committee meeting this year, but also, this year has 
had to organise at the same time, a postal election for committee members, a huge task. 
 My thanks also go to all the present committee and all BFA officers who spend a disproportionate 
amount of their spare time working for us all. Special thanks go to two retiring committee 
members this year, Wayne and Anne. Not only for their contributions to the committee but also 
there contributions to flyball over many years. 
I would also like to mention a couple of people who have given outstanding service to the 
membership this year. Firstly to Suzzanne who has taken on the stats on her own now. What a job 
she’s done, all those shows in the summer and thousands upon thousands of results and points she 
has added to the database. I would also like to thank Graham for the meticulous way he has kept 
all the membership records and on a personal note for all the help yesterday in calculating the 
votes cast in this years committee elections. 
One last thing I should mention is the Summer Championship. Last years event had its problems, 
nobody should be under the illusion that we could carry on in the same way as always. Therefore 
the committee have decided that this years event will be organised by a single team under the BFA 
banner, franchised out if you like. If this works well, and I’m sure it will, hopefully next year we 
will be able to use a larger venue and open the championships up to all teams, whatever their 
standing on the seed list.   
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Secretary’s report: Penny Charlton. 

I can’t believe its this time of year again, it doesn’t seem that long ago we had our last AGM 
meeting. Anyway, having spent another year as Secretary, I would firstly like to thank you all for 
attending today’s meeting.  
The committee have met four times between the last AGM and the 4th March 2007, this is not 
including the numerous discussions that take place at shows around the country, between any 
committee members that have been present. Any problems that arose between meetings were dealt 
with by e-mail contact. A revised copy of the BFA rules and policies were emailed to all Team 
Captains, Regional Reps, Head Judges and all other Officers. They were also posted onto the 
website together with a copy of the 2006 AGM minutes.  
Val Currie editor of the Flyball record has compiled another four issues. The committee would 
like to thank her for all her hard work, and I am sure you will agree she has done a great job.  
The BFA has enjoyed another successful year with great racing and competitions and the diary is 
already very full especially for the summer months. The Committee wish to thank all show 
organisers for their hard work making these shows possible.  
The Committee hosted the summer championships again last year.  Due to many more teams 
doing the required number of shows to qualify for this event, it was opened up to 66 teams, with a 
total of 11 divisions competing over the two days. We had some excellent racing within all 
divisions and these were only split by up to half a second in seeded times.  
The European Championships, which is being held at Loseley Park, Guildford, at the end of May, 
has had a good response so far, especially from British teams.  
The BFA membership has increased in numbers from this time last year and I would firstly like to 
thank Graham, as the membership secretary. Unfortunately he is unable to attend today, but I am 
sure you will all agree a big thank you should be sent to him from the association for dealing with 
all the membership renewals and for keeping all records up to date through out the year. This 
obviously takes up some considerable amount of time especially at this time of year when all the 
renewals are due by the beginning of April 
As a result of the decision to remove the one-month’s grace from this year’s renewal process, the 
task of processing all the relevant paperwork is nearing completion. The number of members who 
have renewed or joined from 1st April 2007 currently stands at 1141 (against 729 on the 2nd April 
last year) With the potential for another 360 (against 589) to come, it is possible that we will reach 
a total of 1501 (against 1318) – once again our highest ever! The List of those Teams wishing to 
receive Tournament Schedules has now been discontinued, as these documents are now available 
from the Diary section of the Website. 
In the 12 months ending 31st March 2007 we attracted 483 new members (last year 376) and 13 
new Primary Teams (last year 13). At that date total membership stood at 1501. 
I would finally like to thank all members of the committee and to Nigel Bouckley as Webmaster, 
who have helped and supported me in keeping the BFA Administration running as smoothly as 
possible for another year.  I would like to thank Anne Alcock for keeping all the Associations 
finances up to date and Judy for all her hard work helping show organisers plan their shows. I 
would also especially like to thank Suzzanne as our Stats officer; I hope you will agree she has 
done an amazing job. All these jobs are very time consuming and without these volunteers the 
BFA could not function as it does today. 
Although the Committee is made up of 9 members, each with differing views, we have in the main 
had a good working relationship over this past year and have seen fewer problems occurring.  
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Treasurer’s Report: Anne Alcock 
 
INCOME – In every category this has increased with by almost 25% on the previous year. 
Our surplus (income over expenditure) has increased by two thirds & our Bank balance is 
up 40% 
a) Subscriptions:  Included individual, team renewal & Primary team registrations. From 
last year our subscription income increased by 17%.  
b) Included Show income, Summer Championships & Lights Hire: Bookings for shows 
gave us a two-thirds increase.  In the last 12 months-there were 104 show bookings, 
covering a period from 2006-2008.  15% of BFA teams hosted shows last year which on 
average means each team will do 2 or 3 shows a year.  Show registrations, which is paid by 
show organisers @ £2 per team (less £10 deposit paid when the show was booked) went up 
by a third. 86 shows (inc Multibreed and indoors) took place last year   Per show the 
income was on average £48. For the larger show the revenue was nearer £100 
Summer Championships. - Increased a little due to additional entries and camping  
Lights. - As shows have increased so this also went up a quarter more than in the previous 
year.  This equates to about 10 more occasions when lights were hired.    
c) Other income also increased overall. This includes sundries (which mostly comprised of 
fines for late show registration payments); Donations (which vary annually and is where 
small sums that don’t fit anywhere else is added) and Training Income.    
EXPENDITURE - Only a few items increased last year from the previous one but overall 
there was an 18% increase – This was in the main because of the purchase of new lights & 
increased costs of trophies & the printing and distribution of the Flyball Record. 
The first group of expenses covered administration, cost of running  AGM’s & meetings, 
our website and Committee costs. Overall the costs for these was almost a 1/3 rd lower 
than for 2005 
Events/AGM was the only increase from last year, with all the others in this section   

            Having decreased i.e.…Postage, Stationary & telephone costs was almost one-third  
reduction, the cost of Committee business decreased slightly, because of having less  
meetings and the Website was a quarter less.  
The next group of expenditure covered Equipment, Lights, Summer Championships & 
Trophies 

      Equipment/Championships costs - were up by almost 60% 
Trophies etc  is the one area where there has been a big increase - by almost a quarter –  
We spent £810 more which equates to around an extra 25 trophies on the previous year.  
Looking ahead with the new points system introduced from January, will probably mean Trophies 
will increase sharply this coming year.  
Otherwise-  
Equipment cost us a lot less as fewer items were bought than last year. The bulk of the increase  
was due to purchase of 2 new sets of lights                                                                  
Summer Championships costs appears to have increased but part of this is an early booking for the  
European Championships. Without this the cost is very similar to last year 
The final group of expenditure are Other expenses (Flyball Recoprd, Insurances, Training etc) 
which overall are up ¼  from last year. The main reason for this is because of increased costs of 
the Flyball record which is up a third from the previous year. This includes printing & distribution 
costs. Each quarterly issue costs us an extra £120. Postage especially can be extremely high in 
winter when there are fewer shows. Many associations are going over to electronic editions and as 
you know we are offering this to members for the coming year -This should cut down costs but 
won't prevent individuals still being able to get a hard copy as before.                             
Insurance: even though I increased cover for the new lights this has reduced for the second year in 
a row. Training is much less because of the timing of the courses overlapped last year and this. 
The expenses will appear in next year’s accounts. Because of using sports halls training will 
continue to increase.  Maybe it would be a good idea to investigate less costly venues for future.   
Sundry. Included refunds on overpaid fees. 
ASSETS  belonging to the BFA. The value of these is currently just over £8000 
The insurance value is £5000   
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Treasurers Report continued 
 
CONSIDERING THE FUTURE: As we have seen - our show income has increased by a 1/3rd. As 
we can expect to continue to gain more members that income should continue to increase year by 
year. As more teams put on their own shows, income from these is also likely to increase annually. 
More shows mean that lights will be needed more and so on.  
Expenditure may well be similar to this year. We could consider purchasing another set of lights 
and we will be spending out more to run the Euros. The costs of running Judging Courses and 
Training for Team captains is likely to increase because of the need to use sports halls ( where 
costs increase annually). In order to break even the costs charged per member needs to be 
carefully worked out. It would be a good idea to investigate less costly venues so members are not 
discouraged from attending. 
This year we could investigate the possibility of placing some of our surplus funds in an account, 
which gains a bit of interest. The floats (for Flyball record etc) may well need to be increased this 
coming year. 
 
  
Webmaster: Nigel Bouckley 

Chris read a report in Nigel’s absence 

Another year has come around so quick, with hardly a moment to breathe....... 
The website “assistants” for those of you that don’t know they are the real people who input all the 
lovely data and information to keep the website current, have had a stunning year with more 
information inputted, more often than any year before by far, so a big thanks to Penny, Suzzanne, 
Judy, Val and Tony. 
As promised last year, the website statistical information has been published on the BFA’s online 
discussion board, so there is no reason for me to dwell to long on this subject, suffice to say that 
the website use seems to remain pretty constant throughout the year, with the busy areas being the 
diary, discussion lists and of course the pages and pages of Team, Dog and Awards data. 
This year has seen an increase in “spammer” endeavouring to corrupt the BFA website, but a lot 
of work has been undertaken ensuring submitted information to the BFA website is vetted prior to 
being made public, this has been an ongoing development with Penny undertaking a large 
proportion of the verification process, which is a credit to her as she is already an extremely busy 
BFA official. Over the next 12 months there will be some more subtle changes to ensure the clean, 
crisp image of the BFA website is maintained. 
Coupled with the increase in “back end security” it was also decided to remove non-essential 
address information from the BFA website, namely officials and regional representatives 
addresses, although all those concerned can still be contacted by phone, email or both, and that 
information remains public. 
Tony has done a splendid job throughout the year updating the rule change history, although with 
some of the points on this year’s agenda, I feel he may have another busy year! Well done and 
thank you. 
The Flyball History page started with a surge but has fallen silent of late, perhaps even some of 
the newer teams would like to add there own stories, as this will be an ongoing archive, not just 
for now, but for future flyballers to reflect on too, check out the online pages for the appropriate 
pages. 
Another area to take off this year is Flyball teams linking directly with BFA Team and Dog data 
on their own websites, this too is encouraged for all teams, as the BFA website is not only the 
BFA’s shop front to the world, but also an online resource for BFA information and data, if you 
need assistance, please feel free to email me.  
It has once again been my pleasure maintaining the BFA website and reading and listening to all 
your comments and suggestions, so please keep them coming. 
And finally, I apologise for not being able to attend this AGM, however my thoughts are with you 
all during the forthcoming discussions. 
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4. Proposals - All proposals were discussed, amended as necessary and voted upon as follows 
 
4.1 SECTION 1- Constitution and Officers 

4.1.1 Rule 1.1 Name and Objective. Proposaed by Dave Long – (Delete) as instigated by the 
North American (NAFA). Continue with original rule. 

CARRIED 

 

4.1.2 Rule 1.3 (c) Committee and Officers. Proposed by Penny Charlton, Chris Fulford, Wayne 
O’ Rourke, Judy Parker, Anne Johnson, Tony Cain. – (Delete) Election of Committee members 
shall take place at the Annual General Meeting following a postal ballot of the membership from 
nominations submitted. 

DEFEATED 

 

4.1.3 Rules 1.3 (c) Committee and Officers. Proposed by Anne Alcock & Steve Leek 

For Rules 1.3 (c) & 2 (a ii), to be taken in conjunction with one another 

Amend to read - No committee member shall remain on the Committee for more than two years 
without re-election. At each AGM half the Committee members (rounded down where the 
Committee is made of an uneven number) shall retire. These members together with any other 
nominations received will be eligible for election to the Committee. Committee members 
shall then be decided by a postal ballot of the whole membership. Nominations for this alone 
must be received in writing (*60 days or by 1st February) before the AGM.  After the closing 
date for Committee nominations and before the 30-day limit for other nominations, the votes 
shall be counted, so the Committee for the forthcoming year can be announced at the AGM. 
  
 
SECTION 2. – GENERAL MEETINGS 
 
(a) iii Any nomination must be proposed in writing to the Secretary by a current BFA 
member and seconded by at least one other current member. For Committee nominations 
this must be received (*60 days by 1st February each year) and for Rules amendments 30 
days before the date of the AGM  
ii   The results of the postal ballot for the Committee elections will be counted prior to the AGM 
(following the postal ballot for Committee elections). As soon as possible after 1st April (or on that 
date itself if it is the AGM) the voting slips will be checked against the current membership list 
and any non-member votes will be removed from the ballot before the results are announced at the 
meeting.  
The rest to stay the same incremented by one e.g. iv To vote on rule changes etc… v Approve 
appointments ….vi Discuss any other business… 
 
CARRIED 
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Proposals Continued 
 

4.1.4 Rule 1.3 (f) Committee and Officers. Proposed by Betty Potts – Delete this section and 
replace with: 

Amend to read – All rule changes shall be put to the full membership by postal vote annually and 
come into force on the same day each year. The decision shall be made by a majority of the 
membership replying on the due date. The voting papers shall be sent out by computer. Members 
without computer facilities shall be required to send a stamped addressed envelope to the secretary 
in advance. The counting should be carried out by 6 none committee members from different 
teams. 

DEFEATED 

5.1 SECTION 2 GENERAL MEETINGS 

 5.1.1 Rule 2.3 Voting.  Proposed by Howard Campbell – Amend to read – In general those 
current BFA members present at the AGM will decide all (delete items) (ADD) proposals that 
require a vote. All members should be actively encouraged to attend such meetings. 

However, if in the opinion of the Committee, (delete an item in question) (ADD) a proposal is 
considered of sufficient importance that it should be decided by the whole membership, the 
Committee reserve the right to hold a postal vote of ALL current BFA members. (ADD) except 
where the proposal has already been voted upon at the AGM. 

CARRIED 

Howard Campbell retracted this section – A proposal that has been to a postal vote cannot be 
resurrected for a period of three years. 

 

6.1 SECTION 3 DISCIPLINE 

6.1.1 Rule 3.5 (d) Disciplinary Procedure Proposed by BFA Committee – 

Amend to read – The DSC will then consider the misconduct charge(s) and either uphold or 
dismiss them.  If the DSC upholds the charge(s) against a member or members, they shall be 
empowered to suspend from membership any member or member(s) found guilty of misconduct 
for an appropriate length of time. (ADD) Suspension may include a ban from entering the 
Flyball ring, attending and/or participating in any BFA Flyball activity. In considering the 
length of suspension, the DSC shall have regard to the member’s record and in particular any 
previous findings of misconduct. (ADD) Consideration must be given to the member’s status 
within the association and their own individual team, and must reflect the member’s activity 
within that team and the effect such sanction will have on that member. e.g. is the member a 
team captain and /or runs a number of dogs, conversely is the member involved in the 
organisation of their team but does not actually run a dog. The DSC in determining the 
ultimate sanction shall also take into account any possible mitigating circumstances, whilst 
having regard at all times to the BFA Code of Ethics. 

 

DEFEATED 
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Proposals Continued 

7.1 SECTION 4. - SANCTIONED COMPETITION 

7.1.1 Rule 4.5 Seeding.  Proposed by Anne Alcock --  

Seeding times for a tournament will be based on the fastest average * time recorded by a team 
during their last 3 sanctioned events and a seed list will be supplied from the latest available on the 
14th day before the tournament date.  

All other references of 'seeding time' in any of the racing rules instead to be replaced by 'average 
seeding time' 

Note (below) to be added: - 

*Average seeding time would be worked out (by Records & Statistics Officers) following 
each show and would be taken from the best (5) times achieved that day by each team, 
totalled up and divided by that number to get the average time per team. 
If agreed in principle it would need to be decided how many times would be best for averaging. It 
shouldn't include all times for the day, as running 5th dogs etc would give an unrealistic result. 

 

DEFEATED 

8.1 SECTION 5 RULES FOR COMPETITION 

8.1.1 Rule 5.2 (g) Proposed by Betty Potts – (Delete this rule) If a Starters Competition is run, 
dogs entered must be a minimum of 12 months old.  

DEFEATED 

It was advised that the committee look into the wording regarding starters 

 

8.1.2 Rule 5.9 Balls. Proposed by BFA Committee – Amend to read – Each team shall have its 
own supply of un-punctured, regulation tennis balls (any colour) Add (that should easily be 
distinguishable when being carried by a dog, to a judge officiating a race).  

CARRIED 

 

8.1.3 Rule 5.12 (b) Jumps. Proposal by Neil Meeking –Amend to read - The top slat of the 
jumps are to be flexible/breakable AND protected at the front, top & back with foam e.g.15mm x 
25mm water pipe insulation. 

CARRIED 

 

8.1.4 Rule 5.17 (b) Rules of Racing. Proposed by Peter Roberts – Amend to read – Early passes 
will be indicated by the line judge and the dog will be required to run again after the other dogs 
have run. DOGS THAT ARE FAULTED FOR ANY REASON MUST BE RE RUN IN THE 
ORDER THAT THEY WERE FAULTED. 

CARRIED 
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Proposals Continued 

8.1.5 Rule 5.17 Rules of Racing. Proposed by Val Currie – Amend to read – Wherever possible 
dogs should have all four feet on the ground.  At no time should they be dragged around 
suspended by their collar or harness with their feet off the ground 

CARRIED 

8.1.6 Rules of Racing 5.17 Proposed by Val Currie – Amend to read – A collar and/or a close 
fitting harness may be worn.  There should not be any hanging parts that are liable to flap around 
when dogs are racing. 

Wording to be confirmed by the Committee 

CARRIED  

8.1.7 Rules of Racing 5.17 (k) Proposal by Betty Potts -- Break-outs To read A team running 
more then 1 second faster than its submitted time will be declared....... 

WITHDRAWN 

The Committee agreed this would be discussed again at their next meeting. 

9.1 SECTION 8 – ANNUAL AWARDS 

 
9.1.1 Proposed by BFA Committee - The committee agreed that the annual awards, which 
were originally instigated when the association was first formed, needed to change. If these 
proposals are agreed upon at the AGM, the Committee would like to finalise the wording 
and take into account any suggestions that may come from this discussion by the members 
present.   

BFA Dog, Bitch, BC, Crossbreed, Best of the rest dog of the year – The dog or breed of dog 
that has competed within a team which has run on average the fastest times in a year. This would 
need to be calculated on an average basis depending on the number of shows attended. All teams 
must have competed in at least ten shows in a year to be eligible for this award. 

BFA Team of the year – The team that has run on average the fastest times in a year. Each teams 
fastest times are taken at each show to find their fastest average time. This would need to be 
calculated on an average basis depending on the number of shows attended. All teams must have 
competed in at least ten shows in a year to be eligible for this award. 

Multi breed team of the year -- to be run the same as Team of the year. 

Multi breed dog of the year -- to run the same as Dog of the year. 

BFA Special award – This award to go to the team that hosts the most tournaments, has the most 
head judges and has the most number of teams entering ten or more shows. (Any two-day indoor 
show to be calculated as one show not two as is done now.) 

Claire Gristwood -- to be awarded to the JR that has competed in a team with the most number of 
wins. This also to be run on an average basis of the number of shows entered. 

Junior handler -- remain the same 

WITHDRAWN 

The consensus at this meeting was the majority felt there was a need to change the annual 
awards and asked the Committee to look into an alternative solution 
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Proposals Continued 

 

10.1.1 New Rule. Proposed by Penny Charlton – If at any time a tournament has a late withdrawal 
and the Tournament Organiser has already finished the paper work for that show. I would like to 
see, that at no time, teams are allowed to run against an empty lane. (Wording to be confirmed by 
the committee). 

 

DEFEATED 

 

11.1.1 New Rule: Proposed by BFA Committee – If tournament organisers want to change what 
has been the normal layout of the Flyball ring for many years, these changes must be put in 
writing to the BFA secretary in advance for their approval before implementing these changes. 

CARRIED 

 

 
 
12.1.1 New Rule. Proposed by Dave Long – Amend to read – At a tournament where the race 
surface is anything other than grass, if a dog relieves itself in the ring whilst a heat is in progress, 
the team will forfeit that heat. If this occurs before a heat has started, the team will forfeit the next 
heat. 
 
DEFEATED 
 
 
 
13.1.1 New Rule. Proposed by Valerie Rothlisberger – Jones –All dogs, the dogs owners and dogs 
handlers competing in Starters competitions on the same showground and at the same time as 
Sanctioned tournaments must be registered with the BFA before they can compete. 

DEFEATED 

 

Any Other Business 

14.1.1 Tournament Entry Fees 

The Committee would like the members present to consider whether they would like the new 
Committee to look into setting a maximum limit on tournament fees. This limit would of course 
be reviewed annually. 

This was agreed to leave it up to the discretion of tournament organisers 
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15. Election of the BFA Committee - Having been elected to the Committee at the last AGM, the 
following current members have expressed a willingness to remain on the Committee for a further 
year: 

Chris Fulford (Bad Dog Racers) 

Tony Cain (Cheshire Set) 

Judy Parker (Molten Magnets) 

Steve Leek (Dolphins) 

Two members have decided to retire and are not seeking re-election 

Wayne O’Rourke (Maple Leafs) 

Anne Johnson (Wolf Pack)  

The nominations for the remaining FIVE places on the Committee were as follows 

Anne Alcock (Live Wires) seeking re-election -- ELECTED 

Howard Campbell (Greetland Grasshoppers) seeking re-election -- ELECTED 

Penny Charlton (Barkshire Bandits) seeking re-election -- ELECTED 

Rachel Child (Mansfield Marnicks) seeking election for the first time -- NOT ELECTED 

      Maureen Hendry (Northern Bytes) seeking election for the first time --  ELECTED 

Paula Merryman (Sheffield Speeder) seeking election for the first time -- NOT ELECTED 

Margaret Palin (PODS) seeking election for the first time -- NOT ELECTED 

Stephanie Rendall (The Swifts) seeking election for the first time -- NOT ELECTED 

Julie Rumsey (Dog Friendly Flyers) seeking election for the first time -- NOT ELECTED 

William Whitely (Yorkshire Bounsers) seeking election for the first time -- ELECTED 
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16. Presentations of Annual Awards for 2006Annual Awards 2005 
 
The 2006 Annual Awards are listed below. These Awards were presented to the recipients or their 
colleagues who were in attendance after the business side of the meeting. Outstanding Awards 
would be distributed in the near future. 

 
 Team of the Year-Open               1st      Molten Metals                                   49328 pts
   2nd         Molten Magnets                                        42931 pts                        
                                                       3rd           Mansfield Marnicks                                         41057 pts 
                                                                                               

                         Team of the Year-Multibreed       1st               Rapidz Sortz                                      8070 pts 
                                                                             2nd        Doncaster Mixed Stars     6298 pts                               
                                                                               3rd          Mansfield Remix      5512 pts         
       
  BFA Special Award    1st Molten Magnets        637 pts 
     
  Flyball Dog of the Year 1st          Bobby                 Molten Magnets               11457 pts 
    2nd        Tyler         Molten Magnets          11259 pts    
                 3rd         Rogan      Molten Magnets                  10804 pts 
  
                        Flyball Bitch of the Year      1st          Missy           Molten Magnets              13194 pts 
  2nd        Chica         Molten Magnets             12339 pts 
  3rd          Riva             Molten Magnets          12338 pts 
 
                        Best of the Rest 1st            Riva              Molten Magnets            12338 pts 
                                     2nd    Woody              Doncaster Belle Sta               9559 pts 
  3rd        Jess         Cheshire Set     8684 pts 
                                                                          4th        Mori          Gofours     7011 pts 
                                                                           5th        Nina                    Rapidz                                    6850 pts
                                                         6th        Bramble        Gofours     6098 pts 
                                                                             7th        Jaz                       Mansfield Marnicks              5550 pts   
  8th       Nushka             Cleveland Comets            5487 pts 
                                                                              9th       Ziggie    Cleveland Comets     5295 pts 
                                                         10th Alfie            Bassett Allsorts                 4684 pts 
                                                                             
        
     
 Best Border Collie/WSD 1st         Chica            Molten Magnets              12339 pts    
  2nd        Bobby           Molten Magnets               11457 pts 
  3rd              Milly            Molten Magnets   11336 pts 
                                                                     4th Tyler             Molten Magnets              11259 pts 
                                                                        5th          Rogan        Molten Magnets                  10804 pts 
                                                                          6th         Smudge            Molten Magnet                    10736 pts 
                                                                           7th      Gemma         Mansfield Marnicks             10705 pts 
                                                                            8th Diezle           Mansfield Marnicks            10666 pts 
                                                                             9th Marble                Mansfield Marnicks            10639 pts 
                                                                            10th Cassie              Molten Magnets                  10403 pts 
                                                                              11th            Alfie               Mansfield Marnicks   10089 pts 
                                                                              12th Zac               Rapidz         9809 pts 
                                                                             13th Barney            Cheshire Set             9459 pts 
                                                                           14th Charlie              Mansfield Marnicks     9420 pts 
                                                                              15th        Reece              Live Wires                             9382 pts
                                                         16th Jeep                Cheshire Set          9131 pts 
                                                                           17th Bridie             Break-Aways (UK)               9119 pts 
                                                                            18th Megan          Live Wires                             9088 pts
                                                         19th             Paddy                   Sheffield Speeders                9051 pts                              
                                                                           20th          Reef                Cleveland Comets               9046 pts 
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                   Best Crossbreed 1st           Missy           Molten Magnets                   13194 pts
                                2nd          Belle                   Doncaster Belle Stars    10901 pts 
                                                         3rd        Cara   Mansfield Marnicks                9663 pts  
                                                       4th Millicent             Molten Magnets           9532 pts  
                                                                             5th Chloe                  Cheshire Set             9031 pts 
                                                                                  6th Oggie                  Cheshire Set                            8920 pts 
                                                                             7th              Charlie       Dog Friendly Flyers      8309 pts 
                                                                             8th Lucy            Red Rose Rockets      8077 pts 
                                                                            9th          Charliegoo          Cheshire Set             7896 pts 
                                                                           10th         Belle                Live Wires              7851 pts 
                                                                          11th        Jet                        Sheffield Speeders           7344 pts 
                                                                         12th Fly                       Doncaster Belle Stars             6657 pts 
                                                                          13th Buffy          Barkshire Bandits                   6541 pts 
                                                                            14th Charlie             Barkshire Bandits             6390 pts 
                                                                          15th Emmy            Barkshire Bandits                   6325 pts 
  
                         Claire Gristwood Award                Riva            Molten Magnets 
 
                            

            
           Junior Handler Award 7-11 age      1st               Jakob A.G. Aubrey- Wilson                                                                          

                                                                                 2nd               Robert Merryman 
                                                                                 3rd              Sam Whitaker 
 
                        
                        
                         Junior Handler Award 12-16 age    1st                Fay Frost 
                                                                                  2nd              Katie Merryman 
                                                                                  3rd               Kate Nicholas 
                                                                                   
 
                                                                                             

Presents were presented to Val Currie as Flyball Editor and to Suzzanne in appreciation of her 
hard work with the Stats.  A Present was presented to Anne Johnson, Wayne O’ Rourke (will be 
presented at Easter Show) for all their hard work on the Committee.  

The Chairman thanked all those present for their attendance and contributions and formally closed 
the Meeting at 17.00hrs. 


